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Ellyn Satter's Secrets of Feeding a wholesome Family takes a leadership function in the
grassroots movement back again to the family desk. More a cooking primer than a cookbook,
this publication encourages singles, lovers, and families with children to go to the trouble of
feeding themselves well. She cites current studies and makes a convincing case for lightening
up on fat and sodium without endangering ourselves or our children. The reserve
demonstrates Satter's dictum that &#147; Satter uses basic, delicious quality recipes as a
scaffolding which to hang cooking lessons, fast ideas, night-before suggestions, in-depth
history information, ways to involve kids in the kitchen, and recommendations on adapting
menus for small children. In chapters about eating, feeding, choosing meals, cooking,
planning, and buying, the author entertainingly helps readers enjoy food without eating
unhealthily or too often.your positive feelings about food and eating can do more for your
health than adhering to a set of rules about what to eat and what never to eat.”
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Ellen Satter Fan I actually am a clinical dietitian. I am now retired but attended many of Ellen
Satter's seminars before I had my children. Her tips helped me raise a healthy eater. If you can
model that for your children along with using her division of responsibility, it's easier for them
to understand how to feed themselves healthfully. I bought this book as something special to
my daughter-in-regulation to use with this 2 year previous grandson. A nutritionist who came
and spoke at a Moms Meeting . I have loved Ellyn Satter's other books I bought this reserve for
my niece, who is having a baby. This book is excellent - I would recommend it to anyone who
will listen to me. :) It's daunting sometimes to determine how to feed your loved ones properly
without either sacrificing sanity or nourishment. If you ask me, Ellyn Satter appears like a fine
auntie who sits you down and provides you some warm straight talk wireless on how to create
a good feeding relationship, how to foster competent diet plan, and how to deal with any
bumps in the road. I felt like she understood the true demands on parents - we don't all have
time or skills to whip up gourmet meals every evening - but she is very firm that people have
to be consistent and reliable when offering food to our children.I'll say up front that Ellyn
Satter is not the person to carefully turn to if you believe that dieting may be the key to
healthy taking in. If you're already familiar with intuitive eating or the Health at Every Size
movement, then you will not be surprised.. I used many ideas when I got my very own
children. But we hardly ever experienced battles, because we didn't start them. Great back
again to basics book for feeding a family group. Meals were taken with each toddler sitting in
seat at the table. Each of them had their own plate, glass, spoon. We ate family style. I've
loved Ellyn Satter's other books. Great book recommended by us therapist.If you are skeptical
about her idea of the division of responsibility, let me reassure you that it does work. The kids
were welcome to eat as much or as little as they liked. There was no 'portion control' or a
quota for just how many peas they experienced to eat before we'd let them eat a strawberry. I
greatly appreciate the Cycle Menu she offered and I'm pursuing it closely. So every food was
fairly peaceful, which has triggered many jaws to drop when parents arrived in to observe!
Great resource. Some days they picked at it. Beneficial to get insight into the feeding thoughts
of kids. Great book! Some days everything was consumed. She provides exceptional, practical
information! I was operating professionally with particular needs children and found her
recommendations to fit the bill. Debra L. Fisher, RD, CSG Fantastic book Love this publication
and its position counter to the dietary plan culture. Fantastic read Needed for learning healthy
eating habits for the whole family! Cannot rave enough concerning this book, and Ellyn
Satter's feeding principles and methods. It's changed our lives, significantly! Mine, and my
children's. Great for newbie to experienced in the kitchen. I spent 6 years dealing with a group
of up to 11 toddlers. Nutritious kid friendly recipes with plenty of modifications based on needs
(time, kid age range, etc etc). This book contains more than just quality recipes though, it does
an excellent job explaining ideas. Let's shift the paradigm and sit down at the table! Ellyn
Satter is a genius Satter's idea of the division of responsibilities is pure genius. It has seriously
changed our lives. We must permit them to choose whether to eat or not. After the pressure is
usually off, they become much more likely to eat right. Sounds crazy, but it works! Five Stars
Purchased as something special. Very informational. She's found the book useful aswell.
Satter's whole approach isn't about restricting everything you consume - it's about selecting
food that makes your body feel good and tuning in when you eat so that you can tell if you are
no longer hungry.. The youngsters are excited about our new supper program. Children just
push back when weu try to force them. We are actually having family dinners every evening
and my kids are actually eating the food without the prompting from mama. We enforced



fundamental manners, but we didn't force one to eat less or more than they wanted. A
nutritionist who came and spoke at a Moms Meeting We attended suggested reading Ellyn
Satter's books and I am so thankful for this book.
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